nightwatch

George Bernard Shaw

Science is always wrong. It never solves a problem
without creating 10 more.
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October 2022

We will enjoy four speakers at the General Meeting this Friday, October 7th at 7:30PM on Zoom.
Gary Thompson will speak about SpaceX plans to boost the HST into a higher orbit,
Ken Elchert will talk about the DART spacecraft's collision with asteroid Dimorphos,
then Sharol Carter and Ron Ugolick will each speak about some of their astro-images.

Club Events Calendar
Oct 7 General Meeting-7:30 PM
Gary Thompson on plans to boost HST to a higher orbit,
Ken Elchert on DART spacecraft's collision with Dimorphos,
Sharol Carter and Ron Ugolick about their astro-images
Oct 22 Star Party – Cow Canyon Saddle
Oct 26 Board Meeting 6:15 PM
Nov 4 General Meeting (presentation:TBD) 7:30 PM
Nov 19 Star Party – Joshua Tree
Nov 26 Star Party in the Park – Cahuilla Park
Nov 30 Board Meeting 6:15 PM
Dec 10 Christmas Party – Casa Jimenez, Claremont 6PM
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PVAA General Meeting 09/09/22
Before the speaker we talked about new star party dates.
Please check the PVAA calendar on our website at PVAA.us to
see what is scheduled.
Our speaker for the night was Dr. Ken Farley, Professor of
Geochemistry at the California Institute of Technology and a
Project Scientist for the Mars 2020 rover. Much of his current
work is centered on Martian geochronology and surface
exposure dating using in-situ noble-gas based techniques. His
topic for the night was the current main instrument in his
research – the Perseverance Rover on Mars. It got its name in a
nation-wide K-12 student “Name the Rover” contest. The Rover
is also called “Percy” for short.
Ken has been working on this project since its inception in
2013. He was one of the few early scientists whose role it was to
get the engineers to truly understand the scientists‟ needs. Now
there are about 550 scientists on the project. At the time of the
presentation, Perseverance had been on Mars for 553 Sols – or
Martian days. A Martian day is 24 hours, 37 minutes, and 22
seconds long.

Landing Site

Percy landed in Jezero Crater. It was chosen as the landing
site because it was ancient lake that no longer exists. It has a
delta in it formed by a river that flowed into the lake billions of
years ago.
The spacecraft came in on a ballistic trajectory, aero-braking
followed by a robust supersonic parachute, and finally rocketpowered flight to bring the rover to hover over the surface, and
then was lowered by winch to the ground. The lines were then
cut, and the rocket flew away and landed about 1.5 km away.
The main objectives of Mars 2020 are to:
1.) Seek evidence of ancient Martian life
2.) Prepare samples for return to Earth
3.) Enable the future
Why ancient life? Mars is currently very inhospitable to life
as we know it. We know that about 3.5 billion years ago there
was liquid water on Mars, there was an atmosphere, and it was
shielded from cosmic rays. We believe that there was a magnetic
field and Jezero crater was a lake 40 km wide and at least 200
meters deep unlike today where there is no standing water, a tiny
atmosphere that is only 6 tenths of one percent of Earth‟s, and a
surface now bathed in cosmic rays, with no magnetic field.
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Artist concept of Jezero Crater 3.6 billion years ago.

Mars Sample Return example
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The Rover also brought along with it a little helicopter
named “Ingenuity” as a technology demonstrator. It had an
original mission profile of 5 to 6 flights to see if it could even
take off and fly. Ingenuity has made 32 flights as of September
18,2022. It can fly for up to 167 seconds going as far as 704
meters (2,310 ft) and to a height of 12 meters (39 ft). So far it
has flown for 57 minutes, 46 seconds and traveled 7.36 km (4.57
miles). Because these flights were so successful NASA is
considering using helicopters to retrieve the samples for the
return mission.
Ken then pointed out many Mars features and compared
them to similar things on Earth. Perseverance is taking samples
of the Martian rocks and surface, first documenting the area, and
then sealing the samples in each individual container, weighing
it, and measuring its volume. The first time that they wanted to
get a sample it didn‟t work. The rock core turned to dust. They
were truly afraid that they wouldn‟t be able to get any samples.
They persevered and got their sample. They were able to do an x
-ray florescent spectrograph of the „dust‟ sample and they got
Iron Oxide, Aluminum Oxide, Calcium Oxide, along with white
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salt minerals.
NASA and ESA are working on a way to bring the samples
back. The samples will be put in sphere about the size of a
basketball that is part of a Mars Ascent Vehicle (a rocket that
lands on Mars and later sends it payload into Mars orbit.) There
it docks with a Mars Orbiter which brings it back to Earth.
The rover is powered by a MMRTG (Multi-Mission
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator) weighing in at 45kg (99
lbs.). It contains 4.8kg (11 lbs.) of plutonium dioxide that
converts heat into electricity. At launch it was generating 110
watts of electrical power. It has two lithium-ion batteries to meet
peak power demands when the rover activities exceed the
MMRTG‟s output.
Gary Thompson
PVAA Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOP2EwCnhH4
Wikipedia:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perseverance_(rover)
NASA:
https://www.nasa.gov/perseverance
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Jim Bridgewater (2022)........................
909-599-7123
Richard Wismer(2022) ...............................
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Directors
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Another Look - October 2022
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